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WAITING (2016)
Alec Gary | 4:00 | Color | Sound
Virginia Commonwealth University
An experimental short following an editor following himself.

GLASS ANIMALS (2016)
Jake Brinn | 4:25 | Color | Sound
Old Dominion University
The final project for my Old Dominion University, Cinematography 
class required us to focus heavily on the visuals. I wanted to capture the 
creative process and beauty that comes with shaping a surfboard. Robert 
Kamp, owner of Ultralite Surfboards, allowed for me to come and film at 
his shop in Virginia Beach.Virginia Beach native,Trevor Fraser, jumped 
at the idea of being in his first surf flick. The surf footage was taken on a 
single evening at Croatan Beach.

TYPEWRITERS TODAY (2016)
Kyle Finnegan | 3:36 | Color | Sound
George Mason University
Some people think the typewriter is a thing of past, but Ed Michael 
knows this to be false.

BREAK UP REEL (2016)
Isabel Yacura | 1:55 | Color | Sound
Maryland Institute of Art
Hand etched on out takes from 16mm film I shot previously.  
Thoughts on an unhealthy relationship. A catharsis.



SONATA AT BLOSSOM BRIDGE (2016)
Avery Herzog and Calvin O’Connor | 1:52 | Color | Sound
Ithaca College
In a peaceful and quiet forest, two cherry blossoms drifting down from 
their tree rub each other the wrong way mid descent. They draw their 
‘blades’ of grass, and begin a minute yet epic duel for both their honor 
and their lives. Sonata at Blossom Bridge is an animated hybrid film of 
2D and 3D animation.

PEANUT (2016)
Zoe Peters and Erblin Nushi | 6:30 | Color | Sound
George Mason University
Aunt Cris--a recent widow, yoga enthusiast, and mother to more felines 
than one woman can handle--is looking to get back in the dating game. 
Armed with her slickest cat vest and an expertly rolled joint, she decides 
to attend her local community center’s “Annual Tuesday Night Speeding 
Dating for Recent Widowers.” Things take a turn for the eccentric as we 
meet the local dating pool.

JOLO’S KITCHEN (2015)
Brandon Barr | 9:27 | Color | Sound
SUNY Purchase College School of Film
Jolo is a vegan Rastafarian chef who works hard every day to keep his  
restaurant afloat and support his family. However, he used to be a rapper  
in the group INI, so he also wants to pass down his love of music to his  
kids. Does he continue to run his restaurant to make money for his  
family, or risk it all and once again follow his dreams of being a musician?

PB & JEALOUS (2016)
Brian Bueche | 3:58 | Color | Sound
SUNY Oswego
A stop motion about Peanut Butter breaking up with Jelly for Nutella.



ROTARY (2016)
Colton Shanahan | 3:15 | Color | Sound
SUNY Oswego
A visceral film revolving around the nature of technology and society, 
involving a man’s struggle within a vacuum of such a world.

EIGHT HOURS (2016)
Jonas Denzel | 9:22 | Color | Sound
Temple University
When will machines fully replace the human workforce? “eight hours”  
is a documentary about the process of a dry cleaning factory located  
in a large warehouse. It shows the interaction between humans and  
machines. Rhythm and patterns are created through repetitive  
production procedures. We explore an overlooked location full of  
colors, human and mechanical sounds.

SUBCONSCIOUS (2015)
Milad Rezaei | 3:36 | Color | Sound
Virginia Commonwealth University
Subconscious is the back yard of the mind. The scenes were filmed in 
different geographical places of this planet such Iran, US and Turkey.  
The sounds were documented and recorded from life events and later 
designed to create the whole piece. Film contains nudity.

SHE WANTS (2016)
Linh Than | 5:42 | Color | Sound
Temple University
A dysfunctional couple falls into a confusing downward spiral as they 
realize they do not want the same thing from their relationship.



VENUS MAN TRAP (2016)
Lucy Soutter | 2:37 | Color | Sound
Temple University
Venus Man Trap is an experimental film made up of archival footage.  
It explores the topic of women coping with sexual assault, perceived 
threats of gendered violence, and wondering if one can weaponize  
their femininity to regain lost opportunities.

MOM (2016)
Emily Angelucci | 4:45 | Color | Sound
University of the Arts
“Mom” explores the life of a Strip Club house mother and how her  
relationship with her own daughter becomes strained as a result of  
her career choice.

ANNA (2016)
Melissa Fandos, Julia Gunnison, Hankyeol Song | 9:00 | Color | Sound
Johns Hopkins University
With the help of a psychedelic cactus, a woman rediscovers and redefines 
her identity as a mother.

YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU (2016)
Ying Xu | 2:52 | Color | Sound
Rochester Institute of Technology
A team film created by Tianyi Yin, Ying Xu, Biying Xu, Hao Shen,  
Whitney Walters and Knhik Haefner.



WORDS (2016)
Veenal Roland D’Silva | 1:12 | Color | Sound
Rochester Institute of Technology
The film is an artistic 30 second take on a sad boys struggle against  
verbal abuse 

TRIGGER WARNING - Film contains abuses and suicide.

FIRIEL (2016)
Milyana Dolashka | 9:36 | Color | Sound
Syracuse University
A young woman finds solace from the restrictive world she lives in  
by delving into the world of her hourglass.

SKETCHED (2016)
Aidan Guynes | 5:56 | Color | Sound
Temple University
Jack sets out on his day attempting to connect with the people he  
encounters, but they sense that something is off about him. Meanwhile, 
he confronts an old friend in his apartment about their relationship.

AUTUMN (2015)
Jenna Brady | 2:52 | B&W | Sound
Binghamton University
Inspired by Yoko Ono’s “Voice Piece For Soprano”, this in-camera-edited 
film focuses on memory, loss, and the destruction of a loved mind.  
Shot on 16mm with sync sound.


